Let n and k be positive integers. We consider the (ordinary) depth of several Young subgroups of the symmetric group S n . For k < n, S n−k has depth 2 (n − 2)/k + 1 in S n . Moreover, for n ≥ 2k, we show that the depth of S {k+1,...,n} × S {1,...,k} ∼ = S n−k × S k in S n is 2 2(n − 1)
Introduction
The notion of depth was introduced in connection with the theory of von Neumann algebras [8, 11] . This led to the question what depth 2 means for Hopf and Frobenius algebras [5] or other algebraic structures. In particular, if H is a subgroup of a finite group G, then the inclusion of group algebras CH ⊆ CG has depth 2 if and only if H is normal in G [12] . The depth 2 theory was then generalized to a theory of higher depths of semisimple algebras [6] and to extensions of unitary associative rings B ⊆ A with 1 A = 1 B [3] . We only consider group algebras A := CG, B := CH for a finite group G and a subgroup H ≤ G. Then, B is said to have depth 2n in A if A ⊗ B · · · ⊗ B A (n + 1 times A) is isomorphic to a direct summand of a i=1 A ⊗ B · · · ⊗ B A (n times A) as A-B-bimodules (or equivalently as B-A-bimodules) for some positive integer a. Furthermore, B is said to have depth 2n + 1 in A if the same assertion holds for B-B-bimodules. Finally, B has depth 1 in A if A is isomorphic to a direct summand of a i=1 B as B-B-bimodules. It has been shown that the depth of B in A is finite, and B has depth n + 1 in A if it has depth n in A. Thus, it is natural to ask for the minimal depth of B in A. For a finite group G and a subgroup H of G, the minimal (ordinary) depth of the inclusion H ≤ G is defined as the minimal depth of the inclusion of group algebras CH ⊆ CG. From now on, we just write depth instead of minimal depth. As already mentioned, H has depth ≤ 2 in G if and only if H is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover, H has depth 1 in G if and only if G = HC G (x) for all x ∈ H where C G (x) denotes the centralizer of x ∈ G [4] . If H is not normal in G, then the determination of the depth of H in G is often done with the help of characters. Let Irr(H) and Irr(G) be the sets of irreducible characters of H and G respectively. We consider the following relation ∼ on Irr(H): α ∼ β if there is some χ ∈ Irr(G) such that the induced characters α G and β G have χ as a common constituent (α, β ∈ Irr(H)). The distance d(α, β) is the smallest integer m, such that there exist ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m−1 ∈ Irr(H) with α = ψ 0 ∼ ψ 1 ∼ . . . ∼ ψ m−1 ∼ ψ m = β. Furthermore, we set d(α, β) = −∞ if there is no such chain, and d(α, β) = 0 in case α = β. Moreover, let χ ∈ Irr(G) and X ⊆ Irr(H) be the set of all irreducible characters of H which are constituents of χ| H . Then, the distance of ψ ∈ Irr(H) and X is the minimal distance between ψ and the elements of X. We write m(χ) = max
for the maximal distance between X and an irreducible character of H. Then, we obtain the depth of H in G as follows (see [6] ):
Suppose that H is a subgroup of a finite group G.
(i) Let m ≥ 1. Then H has depth ≤ 2m + 1 in G if and only if the distance between any two irreducible characters of H is at most m.
(ii) Let m ≥ 2. Then H has depth ≤ 2m in G if and only if m(χ) ≤ m − 1 for all χ ∈ Irr(G).
Apart from the description by representation theoretic methods, there is a purely group theoretic characterization of the depth of H in G (see [6] again). Let Core G (H) := g∈G gHg −1 denote the kernel of the action of G on the set of cosets G/H.
Theorem 1.2.
Suppose that H is a subgroup of a finite group G and that N := Core G (H) is the intersection of m conjugates of H. Then H has depth ≤ 2m in G. If N is in the center of G, then H has depth ≤ 2m − 1 in G.
For permutation groups, we can use further group theoretic methods to find an upper bound for the depth of H in G. Suppose G acts on the finite set Ω and there is a subset B = {b 1 , . . . , b r } ⊆ Ω, such that the pointwise stabilizer
Then B is called a base of G, and the base size of G is the minimum of the cardinalities of the bases of G.
Lemma 1.3. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G and G be the permutation group which is induced by the action of G on G/H. Then, the base size b of G coincides with the minimal number of conjugates of H in G such that the intersection of these conjugates is Core G (H).
Proof. Certainly, G acts transitively on G/H. Hence, a base of G is a subset B = {g 1 H, . . . , g r H} ⊆ G/H whose pointwise stabilizer
This implies that B is a base of G if and only if Proof. By Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.2, the depth of H in G is at most 2b − 1. Hence, Theorem 1.1 yields that the distance of any two irreducible characters of H is bounded by b − 1 as claimed.
In this paper, we want to determine the depth of Young subgroups of the form S n−k ×S 1 ×. . .×S 1 respectively S n−k × S k of the symmetric group S n for arbitrary n. That is why we need some facts from the representation theory of the symmetric groups. Overviews on this subject can be found in [10] and [14] , we just collect a few assertions here.
We write S n for the symmetric group of the set {1, . . . , n}, and S Ω denotes the group of permutations of a finite set Ω. Moreover, we write (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) n for a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) of n, i.e.
The corresponding Young subgroup of S n of such a partition is
The conjugacy classes as well as the irreducible characters of S n are parametrized by the partitions of n or, equivalently, by Young diagrams. The Young diagram corresponding to the partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) n is the subset { (1, 1), (1, 2) , . . . , (1, λ 1 ), (2, 1) , . . . , (2, λ 2 ) , . . . , (l, 1), . . . , (l, λ l )} of N × N. This can be illustrated by a table of boxes, where a box at the position (i, j) is drawn if and only if (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, λ 1 ), (2, 1), . . . , (2, λ 2 ), . . . , (l, 1), . . . , (l, λ l )}. For instance, the Young diagram corresponds to the partition (5, 2, 1) 8. This way, the trivial character of S n is assigned to the Young diagram consisting of one row with n boxes, and the alternating character of S n corresponds to the Young diagram with n rows each containing only one box. With the help of Young diagrams we can obtain information about the constituents of a character which is induced from S n−k × S k to S n . Write ψ λ for the irreducible character which is parametrized by the partition λ. An irreducible character ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k × S k ) can be written as ψ µ × ψ ν with ψ µ ∈ Irr(S n−k ) and ψ ν ∈ Irr(S k ). The following algorithm yields (ψ µ × ψ ν ) Sn :
Then, the Young diagrams of the irreducible constituents of ψ Sn are exactly the diagrams which arise from the following construction: We attach the boxes of the Young diagram of ψ ν to the Young diagram of ψ µ such that any row of the resulting diagram consists of at least as many boxes as the row below. Thereby, the following conditions have to be respected: (i) Consider two boxes a ij , a xj with positions (i, j) respectively (x, j) in the Young diagram of ψ ν . If i < x, then a ij must occur in some row above the row containing a xj in the resulting Young diagram.
(ii) Consider two boxes a ij , a iy with positions (i, j) respectively (i, y) in the Young diagram of ψ ν . If j < y, then a ij must occur in some column to the right of the column containing a iy in the resulting Young diagram.
The depth of S n−k in S n
In this section we determine the depth of Young subgroups of the form
for some positive integer k < n. The case k = 1 was already done in [6] (for n ≥ 3), but we are also able to find the depth for arbitrary k < n. Let x denote the largest integer not greater than x for x ∈ R.
Theorem 2.1. The depth of S n−k in S n is 2 (n − 2)/k + 1.
Proof. Let n = lk + r with a nonnegative integer l and r ∈ {2, . . . , k + 1} and n > k + 1. The conjugates of
..,an} for pairwise distinct a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Moreover, S {1} × . . . × S {n} coincides with
Sn is the intersection of at most l + 1 conjugates. Since
we write l = (n − 2)/k . Applying Theorem 1.2, we deduce that the depth of
For a lower bound of the depth, we consider the distance between the trivial character ψ triv and the alternating character ψ alt , which is certainly positive. The corresponding Young diagrams are
By the branching rule, a special case of the Littlewood-Richardson rule, the constituents of the induced character ψ Sn triv have Young diagrams with at least n−k boxes in the first row. Thus, the restricted characters (on S n−k ) of these constituents have constituents whose Young diagrams contain at least n − 2k boxes in the first row. That means that the first row of the Young diagram of any irreducible character ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k ) with distance d(ψ, ψ triv ) = 1 has at least n − 2k boxes. Similarly, the minimal number of boxes in the first row of the Young diagram of some ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k ) with d(ψ, ψ triv ) = j is n − (j + 1)k. Now,
Therefore, the depth of S n−k in S n is at least 2( (n−2)/k + 1) − 1 = 2 (n − 2)/k + 1 by Theorem 1.1, and the assertion follows. If k = n − 1, then S n−k ∼ = S 1 has depth 1 in S n . This finishes the proof of the theorem. 3 The depth of S n−k × S k in S n Let k and n be integers with 2 < 2k ≤ n. In the following, we consider Young subgroups of the form S {k+1,...,n} × S {1,...,k} ∼ = S n−k × S k . Whenever we write S n−k × S k , we mean S {k+1,...,n} × S {1,...,k} . For instance, if we determine the depth of S 2 × S 2 in S 4 , we do this for the subgroup S {1,2} ×S {3,4} of S {1,2,3,4} and not for (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4) , which is also isomorphic to S 2 ×S 2 , but certainly has a different depth, since it is normal in S 4 . We determine various bounds for the depth of S n−k × S k in S n , which yield the specific value of the depth for many pairs (n, k). The assertions about the base size are due to various authors. A survey on them can be found in [1] . 4 
Lower Bounds
The observations of the preceding section suggest that we should look for the distance of the trivial character ψ triv of S n−k × S k with Young diagram
and the alternating character ψ alt of S n−k × S k , whose Young diagram is . . .
It is clear that this distance is always positive. With the help of the Littlewood-Richardson rule we give two lower bounds for the maximum of the distances of any two irreducible characters of S n−k × S k . Let x denote the least integer not smaller than x for x ∈ R.
Proposition 3.1. For a subgroup S n−k × S k ≤ S n , we have:
Proof. In both parts, we only prove the inequality on the right hand side.
(i) We choose s ∈ N 0 such that 2 s < k ≤ 2 s+1 , so s = log 2 k − 1. The Young diagram of an irreducible constituent of ψ Sn triv has at most two rows by the Littlewood-Richardson rule. Thus, the Young diagram of an irreducible constituent of (ψ Sn triv ) S n−k ×S k splits into two Young diagrams with n − k resp. k boxes, both containing at most two rows. After a second induction-restriction step, each of the two Young diagrams has at most four rows, etc. After s + 1 of these steps, we obtain two Young diagrams with n − k resp. k boxes, where the first Young diagram has at most 2 s+1 rows, whereas the second one has at most k rows, since k ≤ 2 s+1 . Now, we can construct at most k new rows in the left Young diagram in any further step. The first Young diagram of ψ alt consists of n − k − 1 rows more than the first Young diagram of ψ triv . Hence, for
(ii) Let ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k × S k ) and µ ψ × ν ψ be the corresponding Young diagram, that means µ ψ and ν ψ belong to partitions of n − k and k respectively. Similarly, for χ ∈ Irr(S n ), we write µ χ for the corresponding Young diagram. We define functions f : Irr(S n−k × S k ) → N 0 and g : Irr(S n ) → N 0 by f (ψ) = number of boxes of µ ψ not contained in the first column + number of boxes of ν ψ not contained in the first column + number of boxes of µ ψ contained in the first row, but not in the first column, g(χ) = number of boxes of µ χ not contained in the first column + number of boxes of µ χ contained in the first row, but not in the first column.
We define the value of a box as the multiplicity, how often the box is counted by f resp. g. In particular, a box contained in the first row, but not in the first column of µ χ has value 2, a box not contained in the first column and not in the first row has value 1 etc. For the trivial character of S n−k × S k , we obtain f (ψ triv ) = (k − 1) + (n − k − 1) + (n − k − 1) = 2n − k − 3 = 2(n − 1) − (k + 1), and for the alternating character, we get f (ψ alt ) = 0. Now, we consider the absolute value of the difference f (ψ 1 ) − f (ψ 2 ) for two irreducible characters ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ Irr(S n−k × S k ) of distance 1. Let χ be an irreducible constituent of the induced character ψ Sn 1 such that ψ 2 is a constituent of the restricted character χ S n−k ×S k . Then, g(χ) ≥ f (ψ 1 ), since µ χ arises by attaching k boxes to µ ψ 1 according to the Littlewood-Richardson rule, so µ χ cannot have more rows than µ ψ 1 and ν ψ 1 together. On the other hand, a box of ν ψ 1 , which does not belong to the first row, cannot be attached to the first row of µ ψ 1 , so its value in µ χ is at most one more than its value in ν ψ 1 . Certainly, the value of a box in the first row, but not in the first column of ν ψ 1 can also be increased by at most 1, when attaching it to µ ψ 1 . Finally, the value of the box in the first row and the first column of ν ψ 1 can be increased by at most 2, when viewed as a box of µ χ . Since the value of each box of µ ψ 1 coincides with its value in µ χ , and ν ψ 1 consists of exactly k boxes, we conclude
This implies that the absolute value of the difference f (ψ) − f (ψ) of ψ,ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k × S k ) with d(ψ,ψ) = j is at most j(k + 1). Hence,
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the preceding proposition and Theorem 1.1.
Upper Bounds
We are going to establish upper bounds for the depth of S {k+1,...,n} × S {1,...,k} ∼ = S n−k × S k by finding upper bounds for the base size of the permutation group G which is induced by the action of S n on the set of k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}. The symmetric group S n acts transitively on the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}: For instance, the stabilizer of {1, . . . , k} is S {1,...,k} × S {k+1,...,n} ∼ = S k × S n−k , the stabilizer of {2, . . . , k + 1} is S {2,...,k+1} × S {1,k+2,...,n} , which is a conjugate of S {1,...,k} × S {k+1,...,n} , etc. Therefore, the base size b of G coincides with the minimal number of conjugates of S n−k × S k such that the intersection of these conjugates is
Obviously, a base of the action of G is a set B = {b 1 , . . . , b r } of k-subsets, such that for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i = j, there exists an l ∈ {1, . . . , r} with i ∈ b l and j / ∈ b l resp. i / ∈ b l and j ∈ b l . Hence, for positive integers b, k, we can give a construction which yields the largest n, such that G has base size b. Lemma 3.3. Let G be the permutation group which is induced by the action of S n on the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}. If G has base size b, then k ≤ 2 b−1 . Choose t ∈ N such that
6 Then,
On the other hand, if b, k ≥ 2, n ≥ 2k and t are integers, such that (1) and (2) hold, then the permutation group induced by the action of S n on the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n} has base size ≤ b.
Proof. Let k < 2 b at first. If B = {b 1 , . . . , b r } is a base of G, then, for distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists a b l ∈ B containing exactly one of the integers i and j. Thus, there can be at most one element of {1, . . . , n} which does not appear in any set b l , at most r elements of {1, . . . , n} which are contained in exactly one of the b l , at most r 2 elements of {1, . . . , n} which are contained in exactly two sets b l etc. Suppose, we find a base C = {c 1 , . . . , c s }, such that one of the integers of {1, . . . , n} does not lie in c l , l = 1, . . . , s, s integers of {1, . . . , n} lie in exactly one of the c l , must hold for a base of minimal size. This is equivalent to
Moreover, c 1 , . . . , c s contain
Certainly, there is no base of size b whose elements contain more distinct integers than c 1 , . . . , c s does by construction.
Moreover, the construction above shows that it is impossible to get a base of size b containing more than
It remains to show that for given integers b, k ≥ 2, n ≥ 2k and t, which satisfy (1) and (2) 
where c is the integer which appears in exactly the sets B j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , b} \ {i 1 , . . . , i u }. For t < b − u < b − 1, there is an integer c which can be found in t sets B i , but in none of the sets B i 1 , . . . , B iu . In this case we set B i l k := c. If u = 1, there is an integer c which lies in t + 1 sets B i , but not in B i 1 , and we set B i 1 k := c. Then, any place of the B i is defined and B is a base of G for
Since any integer of {1, . . . , n − 1} is contained in at least one of the B i , B is also a base of G for n + 1. Certainly, the above construction also works for n + 1 = 2k = 2 b . Moreover, it is clear that if n < n , then the base size of the permutation group induced by the action of S n on the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n} is not larger than b.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be the permutation group which is induced by the action of S n on the set of k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
(i) If 4 ≤ 2k = n, then G has base size log 2 k + 1.
(ii) If k ≥ 2 and n ≥ (k 2 + 2)/2, then G has base size 2(n − 1)/(k + 1) .
Proof. (i) We have just shown k ≤ 2 b−1 in the proof of Lemma 3.3, whence log 2 k ≤ b − 1. Since b is an integer, we even get b ≥ log 2 k + 1 =: c.
On the other hand, we have k ≤ 2 c−1 . If k = 2 c−1 , then
Hence, G has base size ≤ c = log 2k + 1 by Lemma 3.3. If k < 2 c−1 , then there is a positive integer t < c, such that and we deduce that G has base size at most c = log 2k + 1 by Lemma 3.3 again.
(ii) We apply Lemma 3.3 several times. Suppose the base size of G is k − 1. Then, since k = 1 + (k − 2) + 1,
That is why the base size of G is at least k. The assumptions 0 ≤ r < 1 and 2 ≤ l < k + 1 yield −k − 1 < 2r − l < 0, whence the last summand lies in (0, 1). This implies b = 2(n − 1)/(k + 1) .
Conjecture. Let n and k be positive integers with n ≥ 2k. Moreover, let b be the base size of the permutation group which is induced by the action of S n on the set of k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, let ψ triv and ψ alt be the trivial respectively alternating character of S n−k × S k . Then, the following equation holds:
d(ψ triv , ψ alt ) = max{d(χ, ψ) : χ, ψ ∈ Irr(S n−k × S k )} = b − 1.
